Estrogens are known to regulate the proliferation of breast cancer cells and to alter their cytoarchitectural and phenotypic properties, but the gene networks and pathways by which estrogenic hormones regulate these events are only partially understood. We used global gene expression profiling by Affymetrix GeneChip microarray analysis, with quantitative PCR verification in many cases, to identify patterns and time courses of genes that are either stimulated or inhibited by estradiol (E2) in estrogen receptor (ER)-positive MCF-7 human breast cancer cells. Of the >12,000 genes queried, over 400 showed a robust pattern of regulation, and, notably, the majority (70%) were down-regulated. We observed a general up-regulation of positive proliferation regulators, including survivin, multiple growth factors, genes involved in cell cycle progression, and regulatory factorreceptor loops, and the down-regulation of transcriptional repressors, such as Mad4 and JunB, and of antiproliferative and proapoptotic genes, including B cell translocation gene-1 and -2, cyclin G2, BCL-2 antagonist/killer 1, BCL 2-interacting killer, caspase 9, and TGF␤ family growth inhibitory factors. These together likely contribute to the stimulation of proliferation and the suppression of apoptosis by E2 in these cells. Of interest, E2 appeared to modulate its own activity through the enhanced expression of genes involved in prostaglandin E production and signaling, which could lead to an increase in aromatase expression and E2 production, as well as the decreased expression of several nuclear receptor coactivators that could impact ER activity. Our studies highlight the diverse gene networks and metabolic and cell regulatory pathways through which this hormone operates to achieve its widespread effects on breast cancer cells. (Endocrinology 144:  4562-4574, 2003) 
STROGENS REGULATE DIVERSE physiological processes in reproductive tissues and in mammary, cardiovascular, bone, liver, and brain tissues. The effects of estrogens are mediated via its receptors [estrogen receptor (ER)], which are members of the nuclear receptor superfamily of ligand-activated transcription factors that control these physiological processes, in large part through the regulation of gene transcription (1) (2) (3) .
The ER uses multiple mechanisms to either activate or repress transcription of its target genes. These mechanisms include 1) direct interaction of the ligand-occupied receptor with DNA at estrogen response elements, followed by recruitment of transcriptional coregulator or mediator complexes; 2) interaction of the ligand-occupied ER with other transcription factors, such as activating protein-1 (AP-1) (4), Sp1 (5), or nuclear factor-B (NF-B) (6); or 3) indirect modulation of gene transcription via sequestration of general/ common transcriptional components (7, 8) . To add a further layer of complexity, the ability of ER to regulate transcription through these various mechanisms appears to be cell type specific, perhaps due to differences in the complement of transcriptional coregulatory factors available in each cell type (9 -11) . Also, transcriptional regulation is dependent upon the nature of the ligand, with various natural and synthetic selective ER modulators (SERMs) acting as either ER agonists or antagonists through each of these various mechanisms (12) (13) (14) (15) .
With the sequencing of the human genome as well as the advent of microarray technology, it is now possible to investigate the complexities of ER-mediated gene transcription on a more global scale rather than one estrogen-responsive target gene at a time. One area where this would be of great importance is in the study of the regulation of gene expression by both estrogens and SERMs, such as tamoxifen or raloxifene, in ER-positive breast cancer. The effects of estradiol (E2) on increased breast cancer cell proliferation and tumorigenesis have been well documented, and several recent studies using microarray techniques have begun to document the gene expression profiles in breast cancer. Most of these studies have focused on identifying genes overexpressed in breast cancer (16) or patterns of gene expression associated with clinical outcome or prognosis (17, 18) , re-sponses to chemotherapy or drug resistance (19) , tumor aggressiveness (20) , or classification of primary tumors (21) (22) (23) . The role of ER expression has also been addressed in several studies in which distinct gene expression patterns associated with ER status have been identified (24 -26) .
Despite these recent investigations, the exact role of estrogen-mediated gene regulation in ER-positive breast cancer and the manner in which these changes in gene expression affect breast cancer proliferation and progression are far from clear. Relatively few microarray studies have examined the role of estrogens in regulating gene expression, and the studies that have been performed in breast cancer cells have been on a relatively limited scale, with few genes examined or over a limited time course of hormone treatment (27) (28) (29) (30) .
In this study the ER-positive breast cancer cell line MCF-7 was treated with E2 for different times up to 48 h, and gene expression profiling was carried out using the Affymetrix human GeneChip U95A, which contains oligonucleotide probes for approximately 12,000 human genes. Our findings reveal that E2 regulates gene expression with several distinct time-course patterns, that almost 70% of the genes regulated by E2 are, in fact, down-regulated, and that numerous cell cycle-associated genes as well as expression of novel transcription factors, receptors, and signaling pathways are modulated by E2, many of which could play roles in mediating the effects of E2 on breast cancer proliferation and cell phenotype.
Materials and Methods

Cell culture and RNA extraction
The MCF-7 cell line was routinely maintained in MEM (SigmaAldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO) supplemented with 5% calf serum (HyClone, Logan, UT). Four days before E2 treatment, cells were switched to phenol red-free MEM containing 5% charcoal-dextrantreated calf serum. Medium was changed on d 2 and 4 of culture, and then cells were treated with 10 nm E2 (Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) for 4, 8, 24, or 48 h. The time-course experiment was repeated three times, with two of the three replicates used for microarray analysis and all three used for real-time PCR. In experiments using cycloheximide (CHX), CHX at 10 g/ml was present throughout the 24-h period of exposure to E2 or control (0.1% ethanol) vehicle. Total RNA was prepared using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNA was further purified using RNeasy columns (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and treatment with ribonuclease-free deoxyribonuclease I (Qiagen).
GeneChip microarrays
Total RNA was used to generate cRNA, which was labeled with biotin according to techniques recommended by Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA). cRNA was then hybridizd to Affymetrix Hu95A GeneChips, which contain approximately 12,000 human oligonucleotide probe sets. After washing, the chips were scanned and analyzed using MicroArray Suite 5.0 (Affymetrix). Average intensities for each GeneChip were globally scaled to a target intensity of 150. Further analysis was performed using GeneSpring software version 5.0.1 (Silicon Genetics, Redwood City, CA) to obtain fold change and P values for each gene at each time point relative to untreated control.
Identification of E2-regulated genes
To identify genes significantly regulated by E2 treatment, a confidence score (CS) was calculated for each gene at each time point of E2 treatment, based on the report by Jelinksy et al. (31) with some modifications. The CS was defined as the sum of individual scores given for fold change (FC), P value (PV), expression level (EL), and present calls (PC), so that CS ϭ FC ϩ PV ϩ EL ϩ PC. The score for FC was 5 if the fold change was 2.0 or more for stimulated genes or 0.5 or less for inhibited genes, it was 2 if the fold change was more than 1.5 for stimulated genes or less than 0.67 for inhibited genes, and it was Ϫ0.5 if the fold change was less than 1.5 or 0.67 or more for stimulated or inhibited genes, respectively. The PV score was 3 if P Ͻ 0.05, it was 2 if P Ͻ 0.1, and it was Ϫ0.5 if P Ն 0.1. The expression level was based on the scaled intensity for each gene, with the EL score being 3 if the intensity was more than 20, 1 if the intensity was more than 15, or Ϫ0.5 if the intensity was 15 or less. The PC score was 3 if the gene was present in at least two of the four samples, was 1 if the gene was present in only one of the four samples, or was Ϫ0.5 if the gene was absent. Based on this scoring, the maximum CS for any gene would be 14.0. We considered a gene to be significantly regulated by E2 if the CS was 12.0 or greater. Our selection of this CS identified genes known to be estrogen regulated and gave highly reproducible patterns of regulation for newly identified genes.
Real-time PCR
Real-time PCR was carried out on over 50 genes to verify the regulation of expression by E2. One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed in a total volume of 20 l using 200 U reverse transcriptase, 50 pmol random hexamer, and 1 mm deoxy-NTP (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA). The resulting cDNA was then diluted to a total volume of 100 l with sterile H 2 O. Each real-time PCR reaction consisted of 1 l diluted RT product, 1ϫ SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), and 50 nm forward and reverse primers. Reactions were carried out on an ABI PRISM 7700 Sequence Detection System (PE Applied Biosystems) for 40 cycles (95 C for 15 sec, 60 C for 1 min) after an initial 10-min incubation at 95 C. For the genes whose regulation is described in detail in this report, the primers used for real-time PCR are listed in Table 1 . The fold change in expression of each gene was calculated using the ⌬⌬ Ct method, with the ribosomal protein 36B4 mRNA as an internal control (32) .
Results
Identification of E2 up-and down-regulated genes
To examine the time-dependent regulation of gene expression by E2 in breast cancer cells, MCF-7 cells were treated with E2 for different lengths of time, ranging from 4 -48 h, and RNA from duplicate samples at each time point was analyzed using oligonucleotide microarrays. A CS was calculated for each gene at each time point of E2 treatment, as described in Materials and Methods. The advantage of using a CS is that it takes into account the fold change and statistical significance (P value) of the multiple measurements for each gene compared with control as well as the expression level and the present/absent calls for each gene represented on the array. Using a CS cut-off of 12.0 or greater, 438 genes were identified to be significantly regulated by E2. This cut-off ensured that the fold change was at least 2.0, the P value was less than 0.1, and the gene was expressed at a level detectable by microarray. Surprisingly, only 30% (n ϭ 132) of these genes were up-regulated by E2, whereas the majority (70%; n ϭ 306 genes) were down-regulated.
Time-course patterns of gene regulation
Three types of analyses were performed to identify different patterns of gene regulation based on the time course of E2 treatment. First, gene cluster analysis was performed using GeneSpring software (Fig. 1A) . Each row represents a single time point (0 -48 h) and contains all 438 regulated genes, with stimulated genes in red, inhibited genes in blue, and genes not different from control in yellow. The pattern for each cluster of genes can be observed vertically over the different treatment times. Using this method, several patterns of E2 regulation are visible, as is the fact that the majority of genes are inhibited by E2. Clusters labeled A through C demonstrate three patterns of stimulated genes, with A showing genes highly regulated at all time points examined, B showing genes stimulated at the earlier time points only, and C showing genes stimulated only at the later time points. Clusters labeled D and E show two patterns of down-regulated genes: genes highly down-regulated at all time points (in D) and genes down-regulated at later time points only (in E).
In a second type of analysis, scatter plots were produced to examine the proportion of genes stimulated or inhibited at each distinct time point of the experiment (Fig. 1B) . In these plots, the normalized signal for each of the E2-regulated genes at the time of interest is plotted on the y-axis against the control signal on the x-axis. The outer diagonal lines represent 2-fold changes in expression. This type of analysis demonstrates that at early time points, a greater proportion of genes are up-regulated by E2 (red) compared with downregulated genes (blue), whereas at later time points a far greater number of genes are down-regulated in relation both to early time points and to the number of up-regulated genes.
These observations were confirmed using a third analysis (Fig. 2) , in which the 438 genes regulated by E2 were assigned to one of three distinct patterns: 1) regulated early only (Ն2-fold at 4 and/or 8 h only), 2) regulated early and late (Ն2-fold at 4 and/or 8 h and at 24 and/or 48 h), or 3) regulated late only (Ն2-fold at 24 and/or 48 h only). For stimulated genes, an approximately equal number of genes were observed in each of the 3 patterns (early, n ϭ 44; early and late, n ϭ 46; late, n ϭ 42), with the most robustly stimulated genes in the early and late patterns (Fig. 2, left panel) . In contrast, very few inhibited genes showed the early only pattern (n ϭ 11), with the majority of genes being downregulated at either the early and late (n ϭ 110) or the late time points only (n ϭ 185; Fig. 2, right panel) . As our first time point was 4 h, it is possible that some additional early response genes may not have been identified.
Functional categories of genes regulated by E2
Of the 438 genes found to be regulated by E2, approximately 80% of the stimulated genes and 70% of the inhibited genes encode proteins with either a known or an inferred function. The major functional categories for these genes (Fig.  3 ) include apoptosis, cell adhesion/extracellular matrix, cell cycle, cytoskeleton/structural, enzymes/metabolism, growth factors/hormones/cytokines, nucleotide processing, protein processing, receptors, signal transduction, transcription, and transporters. With a few exceptions, the proportion of stimulated to inhibited genes in each category was similar (Fig. 3) . A substantially greater proportion of genes involved in cell cycle and nucleotide processing, such as DNA repair or RNA splicing, were stimulated by E2, whereas a greater proportion of cell adhesion and extracellular matrix genes as well as enzymes were inhibited by E2.
Fifty-two genes have been examined using real-time PCR for regulation by E2, with 51 of the 52 showing a high degree of correlation to our microarray data. If anything, the microarray data tend to underestimate the fold change due to E2. Regulation of specific genes by E2 within specific categories is discussed further below, and the genes found in these categories are listed in Tables 2-5 .
E2 regulation of genes promoting cell proliferation and survival
It is well established that E2 stimulates MCF-7 cell proliferation, and as expected, we identified a number of genes, quite a few novel ones as well as some previously known, that are stimulated by E2 and are associated with the cell cycle ( Table 2 ). The time courses of regulation for the known E2-stimulated genes cyclin D1 and cell division cycles 2 and 20 (CDC2 and CDC20) are shown in Fig. 4A . Figure 4B shows real-time PCR data for the time course of identified E2-stimulated genes, minichromosome maintenance genes (MCM2, MCM3, and MCM5), CDC6, and replication factor C4 (RFC4), all of which have roles in DNA synthesis. Of interest, the time course information indicates that the majority of cell cycle-associated genes that are stimulated by E2 
are regulated late, at 24 h or later. Only cyclin D1 and CDC6 are up-regulated by E2 within the first 4 h of treatment.
In addition to these E2-stimulated genes, we identified a number of antiproliferative and proapoptotic genes to be down-regulated by E2 (Table 2 and Fig. 4C ). Two members of the pheochromacytoma cell-3 (PC3)/B cell translocation gene (BTG)/transducer of ERBB2 (TOB) family, BTG-1 and BTG-2, which have been shown to be induced by p53 and to inhibit cell cycle progression, are down-regulated by E2, although their precise molecular functions are not known (33) . Also down-regulated by E2 is cyclin G2, a gene known to induce cell cycle arrest and to be up-regulated when cells undergo arrest or apoptosis (34) . It also appears that E2 may influence not only proliferation, but also cell survival through the up-regulation of the antiapoptotic gene survivin and the down-regulation of multiple proapoptotic genes, including BCL 2-interacting killer, BCL-2 antagonist/killer 1, immediate early response 3 (also known as IEX-1), and caspase 9. Hence, E2 acts to stimulate genes associated with cell proliferation, in particular genes associated with DNA synthesis, as well as to down-regulate antiproliferative and proapoptotic genes, probably leading to an overall increase in both proliferation and cell survival.
E2 regulation of genes encoding growth factors, cytokines and hormones
Our findings support the proposal (35) that major changes in breast cancer cell proliferation by E2 involve the upregulation of growth factors that can act in an autocrine manner. We have found several growth factors, cytokines, and hormones to be regulated by E2 in MCF-7 cells (Table 3) . Amphiregulin, stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1; also known as chemokine ligand 12), stanniocalcin 2, and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), all previously identified as E2-stimulated genes, showed early increases after E2 exposure, and as shown in Fig. 5 , each of these genes had a unique time course of regulation, with amphiregulin and SDF-1 showing sustained high fold stimulated levels over the 48 h, and VEGF and stanniocalcin being elevated primarily at early times only.
Several novel genes associated with the suppression of breast cancer cell proliferation were found to be downregulated by E2, including TGF␤3, bone morphogenic protein 4 (BMP4) and the inhibin ␤B-subunit, which is common to both activin and inhibin (Table 3 and Fig. 5 ). These data highlight that in addition to the stimulation of growth factors associated with increased cell proliferation, down-regulation of several growth inhibitory factors, particularly members of the TGF␤ family, including TGF␤3, BMP4, and inhibin ␤B, may contribute to the increased proliferation elicited by E2.
E2 regulation of receptors and signaling pathways
A significant number of receptors and signaling molecules were found to be regulated by E2, particularly at early times (Table 4) . Two pathways of note, which are regulated at several levels, include the prostaglandin E pathway (Fig. 6A ) and SDF-1 (up-regulated by E2; as shown in Fig. 5 ) and its chemokine receptor CXCR4 (Fig. 6B) pathway. The enzyme prostaglandin E synthase as well as the prostaglandin E receptor (EP3) were found to be stimulated by E2 (Fig. 6A) . In contrast, the CXCR4 receptor, which may play a role in cell motility, was down-regulated by E2, as was BLNK (Fig. 6B) , a B cell scaffolding protein that is involved in regulating the activity of CXCR4 (36) . These findings suggest an overall decrease in signaling through the CXCR4 pathway, but an . MCF-7 breast cancer cells were treated with 10 nM E2 for the times indicated before cell harvest and Affymetrix gene chip microarray analysis. Gene cluster analysis (A) was performed for 438 genes found to be significantly regulated by E2 using GeneSpring software. Stimulated genes are shown in red, inhibited genes in blue, and genes not regulated in yellow. Clusters A through C show 3 different time-course patterns of stimulated genes; clusters D and E demonstrate 2 distinct time-course patterns of downregulated genes. Scatterplots in B were produced for each time point using the normalized signal for each of the E2-regulated genes at the time of interest, plotted against the control signal for that gene on the x-axis. The outer diagonal lines represent a 2-fold increase or decrease in expression. Stimulated genes are in red, inhibited genes are in blue, and genes not different from control are in yellow.
increase in prostaglandin E production and signaling in response to E2.
Some other important receptors found to be regulated by E2 include the highly up-regulated calcitonin receptor (Fig.  6C ) and the down-regulated erythropoietin receptor, IL-1 receptor type I, and Notch 3, which are rapidly decreased, by 4 and 8 h (Fig. 6D ).
E2 regulation of transcription factors and transcriptional coregulators
Many novel transcription factors, including HOXC4, HOXC5, and HOXC6, were identified as being markedly stimulated by E2 (Fig. 7A and Table 5 ). Interestingly, these three genes had an identical time course of E2 regulation, with the maximum stimulation at 4 h, followed by a decrease. However, it should be noted that HOXC4 showed a much higher degree of stimulation and remained greatly elevated throughout the entire 48-h time course. The biological significance of these differences is not clear.
Other transcription factors, including c-Fos, c-Myc, BRCA1, and BRCA2, known to be stimulated by E2, were also found by our microarray studies (Table 5) . However, our time-course analysis reveals some new information about E2 regulation of several of these factors. One example is that of the oncogene c-myb and two related transcription factors, A-Myb and B-Myb (also known as myb-like 1 and myb-like 2). All three were stimulated by E2, but had very different time courses and magnitudes of regulation (Fig. 7B) . Both A-Myb and C-Myb were highly up-regulated within 4 h of E2 treatment and remained elevated throughout the 48 h, with the level of A-Myb stimulation being approximately three to four times greater at all time points. In contrast, B-Myb was not significantly up-regulated by E2 until 24 h of treatment, at which time a 4-to 5-fold stimulation was observed. This suggests that although these three related transcription factors are stimulated by E2, their regulation may be through different mechanisms. Indeed, studies with the protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide (Fig. 7C) , reveal that the rapidly up-regulated A-Myb and C-Myb genes are probably primary response genes as their stimulation is not blocked by cycloheximide whereas B-Myb, the more slowly responding gene is probably a secondary response gene, as its stimulation is prevented by cycloheximide treatment. Indeed, it is likely that the early changes in the expression of 
Once genes were assigned to one of the three time-course patterns, the mean fold change (ϮSEM) was calculated and plotted for all genes in that pattern. The number of genes in each category is indicated. genes encoding transcription factors could impact the expression of later downstream genes.
Also of interest, a number of transcription factors thought to be transcriptional repressors were down-regulated by E2 (Fig. 8) . These include Mad4, JunB, an Ets2 repressor factor (ERF), and two members of the Id family of transcriptional regulators, inhibitor of DNA binding 1 and 2. We also found mRNA encoding the high-mobility group (HMG) boxcontaining protein 1 (HBP1) and SATB1, an AT-rich binding protein and nuclear matrix scaffolding factor, to be downregulated by E2, and the down-regulations observed by Affymetrix microarray analysis were confirmed by real-time PCR (Fig. 8B) . The suppression of gene expression for multiple transcriptional repressors might enable E2 to increase Values are fold change at each time point relative to control and are organized by time course of regulation (early to late), with the first time of significant regulation boxed. Gene names in bold appear to be novel and not previously known to be E2 regulated. Those in italics have been verified by real-time PCR. Values are fold change at each time point relative to control and are organized by time course of regulation (early to late), with the first time of significant regulation boxed. Gene names in bold appear to be novel and not previously known to be E2 regulated. Those in italics have been verified by real-time PCR. the transcriptional activity of genes in numerous pathways in breast cancer cells.
In addition to transcription factors and transcriptional repressors, E2 regulated a number of genes encoding nuclear receptor transcriptional coregulators. Over time, as shown in Fig. 9 , there appears to be a change in the complement of cell coregulators, with a down-regulation of steroid receptor coactivator (SRC)-2/glucocorticoid receptor interacting protein 1/transcriptional intermediary factor (TIF)2, SRC-3/amplified in breast cancer 1/ACTR (a novel coactivator), and TIF1␣ (37) , as well as two other enhancers of ER activity, a small proline-rich coactivator termed PNRC2 (38) and SMAD3 [Sma and mothers against decapentaplegic (MAD) homolog 3], another transcription factor known to enhance ER activity (39) . In contrast, the only coregulator we observed to be stimulated by E2 was receptor-interacting protein 140/nuclear Values are fold change at each time point relative to control and are organized by time course of regulation (early to late), with the first time of significant regulation boxed. Gene names in bold appear to be novel and not previously known to be E2 regulated. Those in italics have been verified by real-time PCR.
receptor-interacting protein 1 (Table 5) ; it generally functions as a corepressor of ER, but can also exhibit coactivator activity and has previously been reported to be regulated by E2 (40) .
Discussion
Estrogens are known to regulate the proliferation of breast cancer cells and to alter cytoarchitectural and other phenotypic properties of these cells, but the mechanisms and pathways by which estrogens regulate these events are only partially understood. We have used global gene expression profiling by microarray analysis, with quantitative PCR verification in many cases, to identify patterns and networks of genes that are either stimulated or inhibited by E2. We have observed that many genes whose expression is altered by this hormone, are associated with specific cell signaling pathways and regulatory factor-receptor loops. These include a general up-regulation of positive proliferation regulators and the down-regulation of negative proliferation regulators, which together may contribute to the overall stimulation of proliferation and suppression of apoptosis by estrogen in these ER-positive breast cancer cells. In addition to affecting several important regulators of the cell cycle, E2 altered the expression of many growth factors and growth factor receptors, and up-regulated hormone biosynthetic enzymes that might result in elevated levels of estrogen production.
Many genes affected by E2 are down-regulated
Of the more than 12,000 genes queried on the Affymetrix U95A microarray, we identified over 400 genes that showed a robust pattern of regulation by E2, but notably the majority of these genes (70%) were, in fact, down-regulated. Although there may be multiple mechanisms involved in this downregulation, two mechanisms by which E2 has been shown to repress gene expression involve the inhibition of NF-B, such as occurs for E2 down-regulation of IL-6, or squelching/ sequestering of shared transcriptional coactivators that might be necessary for maintaining basal gene expression (6 -8) . Both mechanisms seem plausible, as NF-B signaling has been detected in breast cancer cells and has been implicated in the progression of breast cancer from ER-positive to ER-negative status (41, 42) . Also, our finding that multiple transcriptional coactivators are down-regulated by E2 suggests that some of the estrogen-induced down-regulation of genes could be due at least in part to changes in levels of limiting transcriptional coregulators.
Time course and level of regulation: primary vs. secondary responses
The time-course studies we have performed, spanning times up to 48 h, reveal a diversity of temporal patterns of gene regulation by E2. One can use these patterns as a general guide to assist in identifying genes that are likely to be primary responses vs. secondary responses to the hormone. Although genes that show rapid changes in mRNA levels are likely to be primary response genes, and those that show a lag before changing are likely to be secondary, the half-life of the specific mRNA will also be an important factor in determining how long it takes to detect a change, either up or down, in the mRNA level of a specific gene.
A more definitive way to distinguish primary from secondary responses often employs the use of cycloheximide, which should not affect primary gene responses, but should block secondary mRNA responses. We chose to probe this point in one particular case, that of the three Mybs. As seen in Fig. 7C , the A-, B-, and C-Myb transcription factors were all stimulated by E2, with the changes in A-and C-Myb being rapid, but B-Myb showing a distinct lag before stimulation. Cycloheximide had no effect on A-and C-Myb stimulation, but blocked B-Myb stimulation very effectively, indicating that the two genes that showed the rapid response were primary, whereas the gene with the late pattern of increase was not a primary response gene. Thus, in this case the time course of response to estrogen was predictive of primary vs. secondary gene responsiveness. Although time-course data can be useful as a general guide, definitive determination of whether a gene response is primary would need to be evaluated in genes of interest individually.
Motifs in the regulation of proliferation: up-regulation of positive and down-regulation of negative factors
E2 up-regulates genes such as cyclin D1, cyclin A2, cdc2 (cdk1), cdc20, and some novel genes we identified, such as Bub1, that are involved in the progression of the cell cycle, and genes involved in DNA synthesis, such as RFC4, proliferating cell nuclear antigen, CDC6, and MCM proteins 2, 3, and 5. Interestingly, the gene survivin (BIRC5), which encodes an inhibitor of apoptosis, was found by us to be up-regulated by E2 and has recently been shown to protect MCF-7 cells from etoposide-induced apoptosis (43) . Other positive growth-promoting effects of E2 occur through the induction of growth factors and transcription factors, such as SDF-1, which was recently shown to play a role in E2 induced ovarian cancer cell proliferation (44) . Interestingly, the transcription factors HOXC6 and A-Myb, which we found to be highly induced by E2 at early time points, have both been shown through mouse knockout models to be required for normal mammary gland development (45, 46) . Although HOXC6 is essential for normal mammary gland development, it noteworthy that its synthesis is actually downregulated by E2 in normal mouse mammary gland epithelium (45) . Whether the up-regulation of HOXC6 or the primary induction of A-Myb by E2 in breast cancer cells contributes to the progression of breast cancer cell proliferation is currently under investigation.
Perhaps the most novel finding of this work is that E2-induced enhancement of cell proliferation and of cell cycle progression is associated with the down-regulation of numerous factors that are known to inhibit the cell cycle. Hence, E2 down-regulates genes directly involved in inhibition of the cell cycle, such as BTG-1, BTG-2, and cyclin G2, and also down-regulates cytokines and growth factors that are known to inhibit cell proliferation, such as members of the TGF␤ superfamily. Although TGF-␤3 is known to be down-regulated by E2 in MCF-7 cells and to inhibit breast cancer cell proliferation (47), BMP4 has not yet been shown to play a role in breast cancer. It is known to be stimulated by antiestrogens in bone cells, but it has not previously been implicated in playing a role in breast cancer, whereas BMP2 is known to inhibit breast cancer cell proliferation, suggesting that, like BMP2 and TGF␤, BMP4 may also be growth inhibitory (48, 49) . In addition, activin is growth inhibitory to breast cancer cells (41, 45) , and it is of interest that its subunit inhibin ␤B was significantly down-regulated by E2.
E2 down-regulation of multiple transcriptional repressors could also contribute to increased cell proliferation. For example, Mad4 antagonizes Myc action by competing for their binding partner Max and forming dimers with Max that bind to E boxes in Myc target genes, thereby repressing transcription (50) . Thus, E2 could enhance Myc activity not only by up-regulating c-Myc, but additionally by down-regulating an inhibitor of Myc. Also, the transcription factor JunB, which is a member of the AP-1 transcription factor family, may act as a negative regulator of transcription through AP-1, particularly in the presence of c-Jun and when acting on cell proliferation-associated genes (51) . Therefore, by upregulation of c-Fos and down-regulation of JunB, E2 could further enhance growth stimulatory gene transcription through AP-1. Other transcriptional repressors whose downregulation by E2 may contribute to enhanced cell proliferation include HBP1, which can represses Wnt signaling (52, 53) , and ERF, which represses the transcription of promoters containing an ets-binding site and is inactivated by the Ras/ MAPK pathway (54) . This down-regulation of multiple transcriptional repressors (such as JunB, Mad4, HBP1, and ERF) suggests that one major function of E2 in breast cancer cells is perhaps to increase the transcriptional activity of numerous cell transduction pathways, several of which appear to be involved in the regulation of cell proliferation.
E2 modification of its own synthesis and of ER actions
A particularly interesting regulatory loop that may contribute to the amplification of E2-induced processes is that involving prostaglandin and prostaglandin receptors, and the genes that they regulate. Prostaglandin E synthase (also known as PIG12) (55) and prostaglandin E receptor type 3 (EP3) were found to be up-regulated by E2. By up-regulating prostaglandin E synthase, estrogen could be increasing the production of prostaglandin E 2 . This hormone can act on the prostaglandin EP1 or EP2 receptors to stimulate aromatase activity in breast cancer, thereby raising estrogen levels in these cells (56) . This suggests the intriguing possibility that E2 could be up-regulating its own synthesis in a feedforward cascade that involves up-regulation of prostaglandin E synthase and the subsequent action of increased prostaglandin E2 levels on prostaglandin receptors, which would up-regulate the aromatase gene.
In contrast to the potential stimulatory effects on its own production, E2 might act in a classical negative feedback loop on ER activity through the down-regulation of many genes, the products of which are known to enhance ER activity. These would include SRC2, SRC3, TIF1␣, PNRC2, and SMAD3. In addition, as observed by others (41) and by us, E2 up-regulated the receptor corepressor RIP140. These observations are of particular interest because although the mechanisms of how coregulators function are being well studied, little is known about how coregulator expression is regulated. Overall, these findings suggest that E2 acts to alter levels of coregulators in a manner that would result in a decrease in ER␣ activity, but whether this represents a classical negative feedback mechanism is not known. Alternatively, these changes could represent an overall change in the complement of cellular coregulators, leading to the preferential action of some coregulators over others. For example, the level of SRC1, which was not regulated by E2, would be increased in MCF-7 cells relative to the p160 steroid receptor coactivators SRC2/TIF2 and SRC3, both of which are downregulated by E2 (57) . Several recent studies have shown that the levels of coregulators, relative to one another, may dictate how a cell will respond to hormone. For example, the level of SRC1 in uterine cells is a critical determinant of how these cells respond to the SERM tamoxifen (12) . Also, the balance between SRC1 and SRC2, which is down-regulated by E2, can determine peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor ␥ activity and adipogenesis in mice (58) . Whether this downregulation of important coactivators by E2 contributes to the E2-induced down-regulation of the numerous estrogenresponsive genes we have observed remains to be investigated.
In summary, our studies highlight the diverse gene networks and metabolic and cell regulatory pathways through which E2 operates to alter the proliferation and phenotype of breast cancer cells, and they demonstrate the very widespread effects of this hormone on breast cancer cells.
